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Abstract
Regional entities often occur in a code-mixed text in the non-
native roman script and synthesizing them with the correct
pronunciation and accent is a challenging problem. English
grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) rules fail for such entities because
of the orthographical mistakes and phonological differences be-
tween the English and regional languages. The traditional ap-
proach for this problem involves language identification, fol-
lowed by the transliteration of the regional entities to their na-
tive language and then passing them through a native G2P. In
this work, we simplify this module based architecture by learn-
ing an end-to-end mixlingual G2P in a multi-task type setting.
Also, rather than mapping the output phone sequences from our
mixlingual G2P to the English phoneset or using the “shared”
phoneset, we use the polyglot data and “separated” phoneset
to train a mixlingual synthesizer to improvise the synthesized
voice accent for regional entities. We have used Hindi-English
as the code-mix scenario and we show absolute incremental
gains of up to 28% in pronunciation accuracy and a 0.9 gain
in “overall impression” mean-opinion-score (MOS) over using
a standard English monolingual text-to-speech (TTS).
Index Terms: text-to-speech, mixlingual, regional, code-
mixing, grapheme-to-phoneme

1. Introduction
Mixing the words from the regional languages in the English
language while speaking or writing is an example of a code-
mixing and is a very common phenomenon in a conversational
speech or text. We call such words as “regional entities”. For
instance, a following Facebook post from a person with 29 mil-
lion followers consists of both Hindi( originally written in the
“Devanagari” script) and English words written in the “roman”
script:“The front line workers.. the nurses and doctors.. the
social warriors. natmastak hoon main”. Here, “natmastak
hoon main” is the regional entity and it translates to “I bow
before you”. Grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) models convert a
written word into its corresponding pronunciation and are es-
sential component in the text-to-speech (TTS) systems. English
G2P model trained only on the English entities and also using
the combined phoneset [1, 2] to handle the phonological dif-
ferences does not perform well on the regional entities writ-
ten in roman script broadly because of the three reasons: (1)
Correct pronunciation for the regional entities is often present
in the broader phonological inventory and several non-English
phones are rarely seen in the G2P training despite using the
combined phoneset. (2) Orthographical mistakes. For exam-
ple, alphabet “n” in the word “hoon” represents a nasalized
vowel and such use is not standardized by the English orthogra-
phy rules and (3) Non-phonetic nature of the English language
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[3] which further makes the G2P model learning more difficult.
In this work, we have used “Hindi” as the regional language and
“Hindi-English” (Hinglish) as the code-mix scenario.
Pronunciation for regional entities written in roman script are
more accurately obtained by identifying [4, 5, 6] them from a
given code-mixed text, transliterating [7, 8] to their native lan-
guage and finally using the native G2P to obtain the pronun-
ciation in the phonology of the regional language. This mod-
ular approach [2, 9, 10, 11, 12] is carried out in a sequential
way which results in increase in the latency and a high cumula-
tive error on the regional entity pronunciation task. Also, each
of the module is optimized separately with its own objective,
which may result in incoherence in optimization, as no module
is trained to match the other modules [13]. In this work, we
propose a technique to leverage the modular approach [2, 11] to
efficiently generate the pronunciation for several such regional
words written in roman script for training an end-to-end mixlin-
gual G2P and show that it improves the language identification
and pronunciation accuracy significantly for both the English
and regional entities in a code-mixed text. Another challenge
in the code-mixed speech synthesis is to have a synthesizer that
can handle the phonology of both the regional language and
English language. Earliest approaches maps the output phones
from the native G2P to the most similar sounding phones in
the English language [14, 15, 16, 9] and train a monolingual
synthesizer [9] resulting in an undesirable foreign accent for
the regional entities. Other approaches involves using the com-
bined phoneset [2, 11] and training a mixlingual synthesizer ei-
ther with the synthesized polyglot data [10] or using the sep-
arate recordings [2, 11] for both the languages in the voice of
a single speaker. In the combined phoneset , common sounds
across both the languages are mapped together with the same
phones [1] and the disjoint phones are added separately. Com-
bined phoneset at this stage is also called “shared” phoneset.
Further, when we add the language tags: “en ” and “hi ” for
every phone in the “shared” set, it is called the “separated”
phoneset. Previous works [2, 11] suggests using the “shared”
phoneset on the basis of a preference test. In this work, we
propose using the “separated” phoneset on the basis of a mean
opinion score (MOS) study on 3 different test sets. We train
a Transformer TTS [17] based mixlingual synthesizer using a
polyglot data similar to [2] and show that we synthesize the
code-mixed speech very similar in naturalness to the human
recordings. Cross-lingual models [18] may also be explored
but they need multiple speakers from both the languages to train
and also have been shown to achieve an average voice similarity
score during the cross-lingual voice transfer which is not very
desirable for code-mixed speech synthesis and are most ideal in
the scenario when it is hard to obtain the polyglot data.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we brief
about the the neural TTS system. Sec. 3 describes the tech-
niques to synthesize the training data and training of mixlingual
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G2P model. We report the experiments and results in Sec. 4. In
Sec. 5, we conclude with the summary of the work.

2. Neural Text-to-Speech
Neural text-to-speech (TTS) uses deep neural networks to syn-
thesize the audio waveform from a given text. Most of the re-
liable models works on the modular approach. It includes two
main components, (1) Front-end: a)Text normalizer and b)G2P,
(2) Synthesizer : a) Acoustic Model [19, 20, 21, 17, 22] and b)
Vocoder [23, 24, 25].

2.1. Monolingual English Neural TTS
Techniques used to improve the pronunciation and accent for
the regional entities in a code-mixed scenario may have an ad-
verse affect on the synthesis quality of the English entities. To
set our benchmark for the English speech synthesis, we build
a monolingual English TTS system. Our monolingual English
front-end comprises a text normalizer, an English lexicon and
a Transformer-based G2P model [26] trained with the word-
pronunciation pairs present in an English lexicon. We use the
combined phone-set [1, 2] and also ensure that the words used to
train the English G2P strictly follows the English orthography
rules. Further, we train an auto regressive Transformer based
acoustic model[17] with 5000 utterances from an internal fe-
male English speaker. We also train a WaveNet Vocoder [23]
conditioned on Mel spectrograms with similar parameters from
Li et al. [17] with the same 5000 utterances.

3. Systems Overview
In this section, we describe the architecture of the previous and
our proposed approach to handle the regional entities in a code-
mixed text.

3.1. Identify-Transliterate-Phonate (ITP) Front-End
Previous works [2, 11, 12] suggested using a language identi-
fication model to identify the regional entities in a code-mixed
text. Once identified, English entities are passed through an
English G2P and those identified as the regional entities are
transliterated into their native script and further passed through
a native G2P. We henceforth call this approach as identify-
transliterate-phonate (ITP) model for our convenience. This ap-
proach is very intuitive but its efficacy is strictly dependent on
the accuracy of each of its components. We discuss the details
of each of the modules in the following subsections.

3.1.1. Language Identification model (LID)
Language identification is a task of identifying the language of
origin of a given word. We use the LID model by Gella et al.
[27] which was the best performing system in the FIRE 2013
Hindi-English language identification task [28]. The system
uses a maximum entropy classifier trained on the character level
n-grams from Hindi and English words. In our experiments, we
also use a dictionary of approximately 170k English words to
further improve the accuracy of the LID model.

3.1.2. Transliteration model
Previous related works [11] explored several transliteration
schemes and suggested using the Brahmi-net transliteration
[7] which considers the problem of transliteration similar to
a phrase based translation problem and reported the word ac-
curacy of 32.65% for an English-to-Hindi transliteration task.
Even the attention-RNN network based transliteration systems

[8] and models [29] from the recent “named entity translitera-
tion” shared task [30] reports less than 60% transliteration ac-
curacy for several language pairs. Additionally, there is a need
of significant amount of linguistic resources in the form of par-
allel training data to train a transliteration model. In this work,
we use the latest English-to-Hindi transliteration API deployed
on Microsoft azure cognitive services for our experiments.

3.1.3. Native G2P
We train a transformer based G2P similar to Sun et al. [26] us-
ing the word-pronunciation pairs from a Hindi lexicon. Also,
most Indic languages are very phonetic which results in a very
high accuracy for the Indic G2P models. We achieve 98.3%
word level accuracy with our Hindi G2P model on an internal
test set. Also, we use the combined “shared” phoneset as de-
scribed in Sec. 1 inline with the previous works [2, 11] to train
a Hindi G2P model to handle the phonological differences with
its English counterpart.
From the architecture, we may conclude that the pronunciation
accuracy for the regional entities in a code-mixed text is re-
stricted by the accuracy of each of the modules. Further, using a
modular approach may also result in the increase in latency for
an overall TTS system. Our ITP front-end also uses an English
lexicon and a text normalizer in addition to the above modules.

3.2. Proposed Mixlingual Front-End
We leverage an ITP model to generate the word-pronunciation
pairs for training a single transformer-based network “mixlin-
gual G2P” similar to Sun et al. [26] which jointly learns pronun-
ciation and language identification. We also use the combined
phoneset as described in Sec. 1.

3.2.1. Training data synthesis
Training such a network requires a large number of word-
pronunciation pairs of the English and regional entities. Such
pairs for English entities are easily obtained from an English
lexicon whereas it is hard to obtain similar data for the regional
entities written in the roman script as each pronunciation has
to be hand-crafted by a language expert with the knowledge
of phonology and orthography of both the languages. In this
work, we leverage an ITP model and exploit the high accuracy
of the native G2P to generate very accurate regional word (ro-
man script)-pronunciation pairs as shown in Fig. 1. We use an
English language modelling corpus that has a good distribution
of the regional entities and sort the uni-grams in the order of
their frequency before passing them through a LID followed by
a transliteration module. Evaluating the transliteration and lan-
guage of origin does not require any language phonetics exper-
tise and is easily performed through crowd-sourcing from the
native speakers. We further pass correctly identified transliter-
ated words to a native G2P and also add a language tag “hi ” for
each phone in the pronunciation to incorporate the language in-
formation which in our case is “Hindi” as shown in Fig. 1. For
English entities, we use an English lexicon and add a language
tag “en ”. We also compare the efficiency and accuracy of this
approach against the hand-crafted approach in generating the
pronunciations of randomly selected 100 regional entities writ-
ten in roman script in Table 1.

3.2.2. Mixlingual G2P Training
We train a transformer model similar to Sun et al. [26]. In ad-
dition to that work, we have a language tag in the pronunciation
as explained in the previous section that enables our network
to learn the language dependent character-sequence to phone-
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Randomly Selected 100 Reg. Entities Proposed Hand-crafted
Time Taken(in Minutes) 18 min 92 min

Word-level Pronunciation Accuracy 96% 100%

Table 1: Accuracy and efficiency comparison between ITP
(transliteration and language tag evaluated) and hand-crafted
approach.

Are
transliteration
and language

correct?

Regional G2P

Is Regional? Transliteration

English Lexicon

Unigrams from en-IN LM
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    are: en_a eh_r           kyon: hi_k hi_y hi_ow hi_ny     
 

      you: en_y en_uw       amar: hi_ah hi_m hi_ah hi_r       
      

Top 70k
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No

Discard

TRAINING DATA FOR MIX-LINGUAL G2P      

Figure 1: Leveraging ITP model for efficiently generating
highly accurate regional word-pronunciation pairs

sequence mappings. Also, our validation set consists only of
English word-pronunciation pairs to minimize the regression on
the pronunciation accuracy of English entities because of the
combined training.

3.2.3. Inference
Our mixlingual front-end comprises of a text normalizer, an En-
glish lexicon and a mixlingual G2P module. During inference,
if a word is present in an English lexicon, we output a language
tag “en” and pronunciation as defined in the lexicon and if not,
we pass it through our mixlingual G2P model. We finally ob-
tain the language tag (English or regional) and the pronuncia-
tion (phone sequence) by separating them from the output of
the mixlingual G2P as also shown in Fig. 2. For example, a
mixlingual model output “hi ah hi m hi ah hi r” corresponding
to a word “Amar” splits into a language tag “hi” and a phone se-
quence “ah m ah r”. Further, depending on whether our synthe-
sizer use the “shared” or “separated” phoneset, we add back the
language tag or pass it as such to the synthesizer. The motive
behind separating the language tag from the mixlingual G2P
output is that many regional entities when written in the roman
script such as “m{” written as “main”, “h{” written as “he” are
also valid English entities but are pronounced differently. We
refer to this phenomenon as “language-polyphony”. We have
created a list of such regional entities and we use the language
tag information of the neighborhood words to disambiguate be-
tween the language tag and pronunciation of such words.

3.3. Mixlingual synthesizer
Our next step is to synthesize a speech from an output phone-
sequence. Previous works [2, 10, 11] showed that training the
mixlingual synthesizer with a polyglot voice improves the ac-
cent of the regional entities in a code-mixed text. Further, Ral-
labandi et al. [2] suggested using a “shared” phoneset over a
“separated” phoneset for both the ITP front-end and the mixlin-
gual synthesizer to handle the phonological differences between
the two languages. Our mixlingual front-end outputs a phone-
sequence on the “shared” phoneset and also a language tag cor-
responding to each word. We use the language tag for language-

(Word not in lexicon)
Amar 

Mix-lingual
G2P

Using
Seperated
Phoneset?

Add lang
Tag

Mixlingual
Synthesizer

( trained with
polyglot data )"hi"

 Get Lang

Yes

No

 Get Pron
hi_ah hi_m hi_ah hi_r

ah m ah r

Pron: 
ah m ah r

Pron:
hi_ah hi_m hi_ah hi_r

Figure 2: Combining mixlingual G2P and mixlingual synthe-
sizer

polyphony disambiguation and also to map the output phone-
sequence on the “separated” phoneset if required as shown in
Fig. 2. Our mixlingual synthesizer is trained on similar archi-
tecture as described in Sec. 2.1. Both the AM and vocoder are
trained on the 5000 English + 5000 Hindi text-wave pairs from
an internal female speaker. We also experimented with both
“shared” and “separated” phoneset in the training of mixlingual
synthesizer and we suggest using the “separated” phoneset on
the basis of a MOS analysis as discussed in Sec. 4.

4. Experiments and Results
4.1. Pronunciation Evaluation
To evaluate the pronunciation accuracy, we have created the
“English” and “Regional” test-sets with 800 and 400 word-
pronunciation pairs in them, respectively. For the “Regional”
test-set, we have mined the commonly used regional entities
written in roman script from different websites. Also, for each
word in the “Regional” test-set, we have carefully added all the
valid pronunciations. For the “English” test-set, we have mined
the valid English words from an English LM. Our baseline is a
monolingual English G2P as described in the Sec. 2.1 trained
with 130k English word-pronunciation pairs from an English
lexicon. For the mixlingual G2P, we train two models one
with the additional 20k and other with the additional 70k re-
gional word(roman script)-pronunciation pairs synthesized with
the help of an ITP model as described in Sec. 3.2.1. For ITP
model, we use the same monolingual English G2P and a native
G2P is additionally trained with 70k regional words(native De-
vanagari script)-pronunciation pairs obtained from a Hindi lex-
icon. Other modules are used as described in Sec. 3.1. Further,
we also report the language identification accuracy and have
summarized the results in the Table 2.

Pron. acc.(%) LID acc.(%) Pron. acc.(%) LID acc.(%)
(English) (English) (Regional) (Regional)

Mono G2P( 130k Eng.) 77.8 - 41.5 -
Mix G2P( + 20k Reg.) 77.6 99.97 56.3 89.1
Mix G2P( + 70k Reg.) 78.0 99.98 69.6 98.3

ITP 75.6 89.3 66.6 94.2

Table 2: Word-level pronunciation accuracy (%) and language
identification accuracy (%) comparison among monolingual
English G2P, ITP model and mixlingual G2P on the English
entities and regional entities testset.

From the Table 2, we observe 15% and 28% absolute im-
provement in the pronunciation accuracy of the regional enti-
ties written in roman script without significantly regressing on
the pronunciation accuracy of the English entities when we add
20k and 70k synthesized regional word-pronunciation pairs in
the training of our mixlingual G2P, respectively. We believe
that adding more synthesized regional pairs in the mixlingual
G2P training will further improve the pronunciation accuracy.
Also, we achieve more than 98% accuracy on the LID task with
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our mixlingual G2P. Further, our mixlingual G2P is not directly
comparable with the described ITP model in Sec. 3.1 because
its transliteration and LID modules are pre-trained on an un-
known data and its only purpose in this work is to synthesize
the regional training data. We observe 25% absolute improve-
ment in the pronunciation accuracy of the regional entities with
the described ITP model but also observe a regression of 2% in
the pronunciation accuracy of the English entities. This could
be attributed to the fact that in ITP model, every miss-classified
English entity is transliterated in the script of regional language
which could adversely affect its pronunciation accuracy.

4.2. Mean-Opinion-Score (MOS) Evaluation
We also perform a subjective 5-scale MOS test with 14 judges
proficient in both the languages and asked to rate the syn-
thesized speech on “overall impression” on 3 different test-
sets: “English”, “Regional” and “Code-mixed” each compris-
ing of 20 short and long sentences. ”English” set comprises
of pure English sentences whereas “Regional” set consists of
typical Hindi movie dialogues written in roman script. For
“Code-mixed” set, we have carefully selected a mix of hard
sentences from the FIRE-2014 code-mix shared task [31] and
other websites having at least 30% regional entities in each sen-
tence. MOS test is performed on 4 TTS systems: 1) MoFMoS:
Monolingual English neural TTS as described in Sec. 2.1. 2)
MiFMoS: Mixlingual front-end and monolingual English syn-
thesizer 3) MiFMiS SH: Mixlingual front-end and mixlingual
synthesizer (trained with “shared” phoneset) 4) MiFMiS SE:
Mixlingual front-end and mixlingual synthesizer (trained with
“separated” phoneset). We also compare them with the high-
quality recordings of our bilingual voice talent. MOS results
are shown in Table 4 and compared in Fig. 3.

Test Set Sentence

English How about coming to the barbecue at the club?
How bright they’ve grown in the sunlight!

Code-mixed tum hamari help karogi toh we all will enjoy.
when did sachin hit the last fifty hindustan ke liyen?

Regional (Roman) Ude Jab Jab Zulfen Teri
Rishte mein toh hum tumhare baap lagte hain

Table 3: Example test sentences(short)

4.2.1. English Testset
For the “English” test-set, we have used the MOS score of neu-
ral monolingual English TTS system (MoFMoS) as our bench-
mark. We observe that the MOS scores of the MoFMoS and
MiFMoS systems are almost similar and we re-emphasize the
claim that there is no significant regression in the pronuncia-
tion of the English entities generated from a mixlingual G2P.
We observe a dip of 0.2 in MOS score of MiFMiS SH system
and on examining the synthesized audios, we observe that train-
ing a mixlingual synthesizer with the “shared” phoneset aver-
ages out the accent of both the English and the regional lan-
guage adversely affecting the overall English speech synthesis
quality. Further, with a mixlingual synthesizer trained with the
“separated” phoneset, we do not observe a significant regres-
sion on English accent and is also reflected in the MOS score of
MiFMiS SE system which performs at par with the MoFMoS
system for the English sentences.

4.2.2. Code-mixed Testset
In the “Code-mixed” test-set, we observe that the MoFMoS sys-
tem has the least MOS score and is because of the G2P trained
with only English word-pronunciation pairs and has been shown
in the Table 2 to have the high pronunciation errors on the re-
gional entities. Hence, incorporating a mixlingual front-end

English Code-mixed Regional
MoFMoS 4.52 ± 0.06 3.18 ± 0.07 2.4 ± 0.08
MiFMoS 4.48 ± 0.05 3.67 ± 0.06 3.26 ± 0.07

MiFMiS SH 4.33 ± 0.06 3.74 ± 0.07 3.4 ± 0.09
MiFMiS SE 4.56 ± 0.07 4.05 ± 0.06 3.64 ± 0.07

Human 4.67 ± 0.05 4.62 ± 0.05 4.6 ± 0.04
Table 4: MOS of TTS systems with 95% confidence interval in
our experiments on English, Code-mixed and Regional test-set

Figure 3: MOS comparison with different models on the En-
glish, Code-mixed and Regional test-set.

(MiFMoS) gives us 0.45 improvement in MOS score. We ob-
serve that the MOS score of MiMiS SH system is marginally
better by 0.08 in comparison to the MiMoS system. We ex-
amined the synthesized audio from the MiMiS SH system and
observed that the regional entities still have a significant amount
of foreign accent because of the “shared” phoneset. We observe
a further improvement of 0.4 of MOS with the MiFMiS SE sys-
tem and is attributed to the mixlingual synthesizer trained with
the “separated” phoneset which improves the accent of the re-
gional entities without degrading the accent of English entities.

4.2.3. Regional Testset
“Regional” test-set comprises of only regional entities written in
the roman script and is the most challenging set for the TTS be-
cause of the low G2P pronunciation accuracy and challenges in
handling the accent. We observe that our proposed MiFMiS SE
system has the highest MOS score and 1.2 more than the MoF-
MoS system.

4.2.4. Comparison with Human Recordings
We observe that the proposed mixlingual front-end + mixlingual
synthesizer trained with the “separated” phoneset (MiFMiS SE)
system is able to reduce the gap between the human record-
ings and synthesized speech in both the “Code-mixed” and “Re-
gional” test-set while performing almost at par with the human
recordings on a “English” test-set.

5. Conclusion
We propose an architecture, consisting of two components: 1)
A mixlingual G2P which learns the pronunciation as well as the
language identification in a multitask setup and 2) A mixlingual
synthesizer trained with the “separated” phoneset and show that
it improves the pronunciation as well as accent of regional enti-
ties in a code-mixed sentence significantly.
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